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carriageways are protected in the central reserve by strong restrain barriers,
made of reinforced concrete or, more frequently, of steel, which offer the
capacity to stop small and heavy vehicles, while providing protection for those
inside, as required under national and European standard, generally falling
within the H2 and H3 classes of performance. These barriers are interrupted
at set intervals with paved areas to allow vehicles to change carriageway (in
case of accident or road works or to allow service vehicles to pass).
These areas are generally known as “gaps” in the longitudinal barrier and
have an average opening of 20 to 40m.
The frequency of these gaps depends on the environmental conditions, on the
need for road maintenance, on the presence of exits or other features. They
can be very close one another in case of heavy traffic or lack of exits.
These gaps are very dangerous: accidents caused by U-turns or vehicles
passing through the gap have disastrous effects, even if such accidents are
isolated events.
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With the increase of traffic levels such accidents are very serious.
Indeed, a vehicle crossing the gap may often hit one or more oncoming
vehicles: the sum of the kinetic energy of the vehicles involved in the crash
increases the severity of the impact, mostly for the occupants, who will
probably die.
Moreover, even the end of the barrier on the opposite side of the gap may
constitute a serious hazard for the motorists, if not properly protected (with a
crash cushion).
For these reasons, the possibility of ridding gaps has been considered several
times, replacing them with fixed structures like normal safety barriers.
However, this solution is not generally accepted because emergency vehicles
snowploughs, or other kind of work zones vehicles shall be allowed to pass
through and contraflows are needed in the event of serious accidents blocking
one carriageway for several hours or in case of big road works.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

These reasons, which might be reconciled with the safety of those using the
road, call for the adoption of an effective closing system, but one that, at the
same time can be easily and quickly removed when necessary and urgent.

The S-A-B® system presents a cost-effective solution to the problem of

As gaps are of variable length their closing systems might be adapted and

providing

adaptable to different length as well and have to absorb the impact with a

governments

very low lateral dynamic deflection.

evacuation, traffic re-routing, and work zone and maintenance applications.

Sometimes it may be useful to have the possibility of opening only a small

The S-A-B® system is a simple approach to a serious problem. The system can

part of the gap, to allow a single control or emergency vehicle through; thus

be opened and closed, partially or totally, without expensive electrical power

the system might be flexible, allowing the opening of single elements without

supplies or sophisticated controls system, and secure lock systems can be

opening the complete gap.

provided to assure authorized usage only.
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The S-A-B® system allows impact absorption with reduced dynamic deflection
and redirection of small and heavy vehicles at a small angle.
The S-A-B® system, according to the definition in ENV 1317-4, is a removable
barrier section (special transition) specifically created for gaps between
barriers in the central reservations of roads and motorways. Its special
feature consists in the fact that it can be opened fully or in part as required,
quickly and without the need for equipment.
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The section consists of a given number of standard modules, connected by
hinges, to allow for compass opening (where space and traffic conditions
allow), to create either total or partial deviation and then shifted sideways or
lengthwise to open a passage of the required width.
At either end of the section ground anchors discharge any longitudinal force
produced when vehicles hit the modules, meaning that the section is
independent of the type and class of fixed barriers already existing on the
road and does not transmit noticeable forces to these. In practice, the system
can also be installed without needing to connect it to the fixed barriers where
possible, thus increasing safety.
However, a safe section should generally be connected safely to the fixed
barriers in order to guarantee continuous motion for a vehicle during impact
and to avoid the risk of dangerous jolting. For this reason, the S-A-B system
can be installed with suitably sized couplings that allow it to be connected
safely to all types of safety barriers currently in use (both steel and concrete).
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CONFIGURATION

These couplings (in the case of the configuration tested) are made from 3-

The S-A-B system consists of a given number of mobile modules (8 in the

beam Z-shaped plates that fit onto the anchor terminals and the existing

tested configuration), that can be completely detached from the rest of the

barrier, being secured by screws. To ensure that they are strong enough, they

device or turned upon a vertical axis between modules or at the start/finish

are anchored by C-section posts 1.33 m apart and sunk into the ground by c.

anchor points.

0.9 m.

Each module is 4340 mm long and consists of 4 supports taking the shape of

The test configuration was installed on the lab test track covered with

a frame on sliding blocks made from welded metal profiles. Seen from the

blacktop and having the specifications given on page 47 of each test report.

front: 1 RH support (top), 1 LH support (bottom), 2 central supports. These

This road surface was chosen as being representative of current road surfaces

supports are fixed on both sides to two longitudinal profiles: 1 panel with 3

where central barriers are paved to allow for traffic to pass through during

beams (3 mm thick) at the top and 1 wheel deflector rectangular tubular bar

road works (contra-flow) or in the event of an emergency.

at the bottom.

The system tested consisted of 8 removable modules, connected to two

Each module can be moved individually thanks to 2 wheel systems connected

anchor terminals clad with transition protection panels suitable to resist

to the 3-beam panels via a jack-operated lever. This keeps the wheels raised

impact autonomously.

when not in use and lowers them when required. It also lifts the module to

barrier above and below the system to simulate an actual gap. The barrier

the required height during movement.

used was a class H4 barrier, corresponding to the most hazardous scenario,

The modules are connected together by means of 2 steel pins that slot into

since its strength was greater than that of the system section.

The protection panels were fitted to two sections of

holes in the plates connected to the RH and LH supports.
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The modules are also anchored by a removable tubular steel frame post, that

HOW

is slotted into a sleeve inserted about 700 mm in the normally compacted ter-

The S-A-B system acts as a safety barrier for central reservations, covering

rain. This post is made from a tube measuring 83 mm in diameter and 3 mm

gaps in the fixed crash barrier.

thick; it is inserted in the sleeve in the ground upon closing the module and

The impact force applied by vehicles is transmitted through the modules to

acts as a local restraint. When the module needs to be opened, the post is

the anchors at either end, while the system itself arcs to recover play. The

lifted from the ground either manually or using mechanical means (winch).

tubular posts in each module help minimise the lateral reaction and limit

The device is fixed to the ground at either end by means of two terminal sup-

overall lateral deformation.

ports made from welded steel profiles; these are anchored to the ground by

The wheel redirecting guides made from longitudinal tubular steel running

means of three stakes made from IPE 120 profiles.

along the bottom of the system help prevent small vehicles from coming into

The system is completed by couplings that connect it to the main types of

contact with the rigid parts below and the support feet: any such contact may

metal crash barriers and concrete barriers (such as New Jersey crash barriers)

cause high dangerous acceleration and jolts for the occupants in the vehicle.

to guarantee continuity.

These guides also help increase the flexural and tensile strength of the

IT

WORKS

system. The terminal cladding and the fixed barrier connection system
proposed mean the hard points in the anchors and the start of a crash barrier
of a higher class or lower working width are avoided, without creating risks for
the occupants of the vehicle.
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WHY

CHOOSING

S-A-B®:

S-A-B® is suitable for all road types with a median barrier: Motorways,
country roads, city streets for all speed categories.
S-A-B® is very easy to install. With the use of proper tools and trained crew
of 4 workers, the estimated time for installation is about 4 hours depending
on site conditions, traffic, size and experience of work crew, and quality of
tools.
S-A-B® is very easy to use. Complete opening/closing requires about 10
minutes and 2 people. It needs only a shear and can be done by the
assistance staff .
S-A-B® is very flexible. It is adaptable to all kind of opening and to different
kind of barrier. Snoline is able to study connections to most exiting barrier,
besides the standard ones.
S-A-B® is very easy to maintain and cheap to repair.
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INSTALLATION
The system is assembled before shipment. The system is supplied with
modules already fitted and with terminals, fixing posts and barrier couplings,
where required.
Define the transition axis and then measure and mark (using a pile driver) the
points where the sleeves for the removable posts are required.
Place the modules along the barrier using the wheels as required. Insert the
posts in the modules and then into their sunk sleeves. Adapt the contrast
plates.
Insert the hinge pins in the modules.
Place the terminal supports in position and then sink the guardrail post with a
pile driver.
Fit the transition units, starting from the wheel guide beam, insert the posts
in their holes and then connect the panels. Fix the closure devices.
The couplings used must be suitable for the specific type of barrier to which
the S-A-B® system is to be fitted. Couplings for metal or concrete barriers

EN

(single or double) with max width 850mm. Non standard couplings for
barriers with different dimensions.
Take the measurements accurately when positioning the holes for the anchor
posts and terminals, as the system must be fitted with min tolerance. Take
care during installation not to damage the lifting and moving systems.
Before installation you must check that there are no manholes, drains or
utility lines lying under the ground at the point where you want to drill holes
in the road.
If the device is to be installed on an existing concrete surface, bore some
holes before using the pile driver.
The surface on which the S-A-B® system sits must be level with the road
surface, otherwise it will be hard to open the modules.
For more details please ask for the installation and maintenance manual.
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SPECIFICATIONS

The class H2 tests were passed in compliance with standard criteria.
The vehicles were redirected without entering the obstacle with an exit trajec-

The device is a safety barrier transition, as defined by the European Standard.

tory that fell within the values in the “CEN box” and with a small exit angle.

The S-A-B® gap closing system is suitable for all the types of road with a

The vehicles remained in contact with the ground without meaningful changes

central reservation, i.e.:

in their equilibrium.

•

Motorways

No system elements penetrated the vehicles; the vehicle cabs were not

•

Major highways

dented significantly and no parts fell off.

•

Minor country roads

The vehicles received only minor damage and the bus was able to drive off

•

Major urban throughways

under its own steam after the test.

•

City streets

•

Local streets

and for all speed categories.
Road surfaces upon which the S-A-B® system is placed must be strong enough
to allow for anchoring (standard terrain) and the passage of vehicles when

TEST

VELOCITY
KM/H

IMPACT ANGLE

TOTAL VEHICLE MASS KG

VEHICLE

TB 11

100

20

900

CAR

TB 51

70

20

13000

BUS

open. The system can therefore be used on normal blacktop on a compact
stabilised sub-stratum, on concrete or existing paving.
EN

The tests were carried out in accordance with the provisions of European
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Standards ENV1317-4, paragraph 6.2 .
The critical impact points, as specified in paragraph 6.3.3 of UNI ENV1317-4,
were:
•

¾ of the length of the system in the direction of impact in the case of
light vehicles;

•

½ of the length of the system in the direction of impact in the case of
heavy vehicles (bus).
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REUSABILITY

CRASH TESTS TABLE

S-A-B® is 75% reusable. This value was calculated on the base of the crash
tests done.
In the event of an accident shape the system again, as positioned at the
installation. Particularly, if the device might be partially or totally damaged, it
is absolutely necessary to verify which parts are deformed and which one are
ruined. The more critical parts are the one of the elements, particularly the
anchorage pickets, which are inserted in the sleeves and the moving parts
which, in case of following shifting are more fragile and important;
nevertheless it is suitable to verify the condition of each element. The
replacement of the elements, of single element component or other system’s
parts should follow the same indication effective for the system’s installation.
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FAQ

5. What are the design features of the S-A-B® opening barrier?
S-A-B® has been designed to work with most of the vehicle restraint systems

1. What is a gap?

which meet the EU Standard EN1317. It meets the requirements of ENV 1317

A gap is an opening in the central reservation crash barrier which is located

-4 :

on dual carriageways that provides a point where in special circumstances

• at the H2 –bus- level when the unit buckled by about 1m without

vehicles may cross over from one carriageway to the other. For example the

causing serious damage to the bus which was driven away from the

gap may benefit emergency vehicles or providing a traffic contra-flow when

crash site without any external help.

major accidents or maintenance works take place.

• at the TB11 –900 kg car- level when an ASI level of 1 (class A) was

2. What are the risks of leaving a gap permanently open?

EN

recorded and no car windows shattered.

The gap provides an un-protected cross over point where a vehicle could cross

6. What are the ideal requisites for an opening gap?

over into the path of an approaching vehicle on the adjoining carriageway

Service personnel should be able to open the gap in just a few minutes so

with horrific accident consequences.

that an emergency situation can be quickly responded to. Two types of

3. What is an opening gap?

openings should be allowed for:

A high containment vehicle restraint system placed between the ends of

•emergency opening say 4 m wide

existing crash barriers which can be partially or totally opened in a few

•traffic diversion to allow contra-flow two or four lanes wide

minutes.

7. How does the S-A-B® barrier open?

4. What properties must an opening gap have?

The S-A-B® module units have wheels which are lowered by their screw

It must withstand impacts from buses which are the fastest heavy goods

cranks to the ground. The module units have connecting hinge pins and posts

vehicles travelling on motorways.

which can be removed depending on how many module units are to be

It must withstand a small car impact so that the occupants will not suffer from

opened.

high-ASI- acceleration / deceleration levels and the passenger compartment is

Emergency passage can be obtained by removing a module and moving it one

minimally damaged.

side.

It must have a suitable working width - deflection - so that it can fit into the

The entire unit may be opened by lowering the wheels and removing the

available central reservation width, even where it is particularly narrow.

central hinge pins and pushing the modules to one side. The action is similar
to that required to open a gate. Time taken to do this is between 5 and 10
minutes and no special tools are needed.
8. Why is the point between the opening gap unit and the existing
fixed crash barrier so important?
The space or gap at this point must not be too wide and the correct fittings
and connections must be made so that vehicles will not be caught (or
pocketed) up in it. A head on crash impact against the end of the fixed crash
barrier could cause a horrific accident if the gap is too wide.
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9. What is the connection between the S-A-B® and the fixed crash

13. How is the S-A-B® opening barrier repaired after a crash and how

barrier made?

long does it take?

The S-A-B® opening barrier is provided with special couplings which are

Repair instructions describe the procedures and equipment required which will

designed to be fixed to the adjoining crash barrier. These couplings are

take account of the site specific Health & Safety plan including arrangements

designed to withstand crash impacts and to suit the form of the adjoining

for traffic management.

crash barrier which may be in steel or concrete construction.

The work usually involves :

10. How is the S-A-B® opening barrier supplied?

• An initial thorough examination to identify all damage

The package is made up of pre-assembled 4,3 m long steel modules, 2

• Replacement of all damaged components (panels, posts, supports, etc.)

anchorage units with posts and couplings to suit the adjoining crash barrier.

• Check and replace, if necessary, the anchorage posts and connections to

11. How is the S-A-B® opening barrier installed and how long does it

adjoining crash barrier

take?

EN

• Plus 3 trained personnel and usual tools.

Installation instructions describe the procedures and equipment required.

14.

Installation will take account of the site specific Health & Safety plan including

functioning of the system?

arrangements for traffic management.

S-A-B® can be anchored on concrete with a grouting depth of 500mm and

A pre-formed hard surface is required so that the wheels have a smooth path

terminals and connection posts are fixed with threaded bars in concrete too.

when the barrier is opened or closed. The installation equipment needs to

In this way a drilling of 700mm can be avoid, guarantying the correct

include :

functioning of the S-A-B® system.

What

is

the

minimum

drilling

depth

that

guarantees

the

EN

•Post driver for the cable anchorage posts
•Lorry mounted crane
•Small tools –shovels, spanners ,sweeping brushes etc.
•Plus 3 trained personnel
The time taken is usually four hours including the time to make the couplings
to the adjoining side crash barrier but this excludes the time to put up and
take down the traffic management system or to form the hard surface or take
out existing barriers to form the opening.
12. What maintenance is required for the S-A-B® opening barrier?
Maintenance instructions describe the procedures and equipment required .An
annual inspection is recommended including the cleaning and protection
measures so that excessive amounts of dirt and rubbish do not build up
particularly at the hinged joints which will assure best performance when
regularly lubricated.
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PICTURES
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CRASH TESTS RESULTS
Hereinafter the crash tests results. The complete crash tests reports are
available at Snoline s.p.a.
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CE CERTIFICATE
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